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College Adds

the FIRST

Round-Up New Courses
Next Quarter
By JKRRY DIKMKRT

Roaanne Flynn tolls of one
actually
disappointed at the showing of
our recent play.

young fellow who was

Winter Term Begins
Jan. 4; Registration
Ends With Christmas

ASSC President Writes Open
Letter To Student Body
Fellow Students,
After two years of dissatisfaction with several provisions of the constitution of the Associated Students,
the matter has come to a head. It was easily apparent
at the recent meeting of the association that the great
majority of the students favor a change in the method
of disposing of business. Such changes are only natural. After a period of trial, discrepancies which were
not apparent to the original signers, came to light. It
is no fault of those who first adopted the rules. Theories which seem workable on paper often prove impractical when applied to particular problems.
There can be no doubt that the students favor a
change. Whether this change should take the form of
a complete revision or merely the addition of several
amendments, is a matter which can be ironed out at
future meetings. Due precaution, naturally, must be
observed in the adoption of new procedures in order
that the best possible revision is obtained.
With regard to business now up for ratification
by the students, let us decide the issues on the actual
merits of the recommendations. The executive committee has been sincere in following the stipulations
of our present constitution. The matter of constitutional change has been virtually decided by the obvious
will of the students. It is only a question of time until
such a change is brought about. Until this revision
is made, we must naturally function under existingrules.
Appointments up for ratification at the next meeting
of the student body are of such a nature that they cannot be postponed until the constitution is revised. Such
matters as the Alumni homecoming week and the Winter informal necessitate the immediate attention of
the students.
In deciding these matters let us look to the ultimate
good of the school for, after all, the building of a
greater Seattle college is the aim of all activities.
Constitutional revision must, and will, be made. Until
such a ohange.rrvi-.bf yMMjrV. Hwit uy> jnu.nt look t.q
the welfare of the schooff;o guide us in making deciROBERT SMITH.
sions.

It seems that he paid out 27
to see it; then
wh'en the best scene of aalal a Several new courses will be ofgood whopping fight came along, fered to College students w h « n
somebody turned the lights out. school resumes, January 4, for
the winter quarter, the Rev.
Now that you've got us talking
James B. McQoldrick, S. J., dean,
isn't
the
play
(and
about the
whole town talking now?): one announced this week.
For social service students,
mam'selle rather staggered the
courses
in child welfare, psychirest of the cast at dress rehearsal, by appearing glamorously atry, and abnormal psychology,
have been added. The Rev. Adolph
feminine in her classiest garb
Bischoff, S. J., will conduct an
smoking a big cigar!
English class concerned with the
American novel. In mathematics,
Mr. Carroll, sketching the his- a course on the theory of equatory of money for his economics tions will be taught by the Rev.
class, mentioned that during me- Howard Raber,
S. J., and a surdieval times, cartwheels were used vey course in physics, taught by
for money.
the Rev. Joseph Nealen, S. J., will
"Then you could say literally be open.
you were 'rolling in the dough',"
One class of peculiar interest
was one bright lassie's remark.
will have liberal arts as its BUbIncidentally, the one b. 1. was ject. This course, in which the
Miss Jean Tethtu.
Rev. Leo Schmid, S. J., will be
the lecturer, will be concerned
Two strong wills came to grips with a number of fields of art,
recently, when a cocky little Pek- principally with sculpture and
inese came up against the stal- architecture.
wart Louis Souvain. In fact, if
Studeniu are advised by the ofthe affair had gone much further, fice
to register before Christmas.
Louie probably would have made
by
biting
dog.
the
news
Souvain was driving a big car.
ful of nine college hoopsters down
Twelfth avenue In his so-called
"eight windowed special" at a
merry clip, when a tiny little dog
appeared In the way.
On came the swiftly moving
car, horn a-blaring, but the perky
The Seattle College Alumni asPeke held his ground.
sociation unanimously endorsed
"Get out of the way, you darn the Homecoming plans ot ft'e .V.
little mutt," roared Louis; "you S. S. C. at Its Communion-break,
can't bluff, me!"
fast meeting held last Sunday
There was no mistaking bis morning at Seattle Prep. A. O.
tone of voice, where both speed Klotz, president, appointed Allan
and a horn had failed. The mutt Steele, alumni chairman for the
Homecoming. Robert Flujole
moved.
was appointed chairman of the
A rather humorous inrM«»nt alumni dance.
brightened the usually tedious
Class representatives announced
street-car ride for one of the S. to contact and enroll former stuC. students recently. His notice dents of Seattle college in the
was attracted to a woman and her alumni association included Rt.
Committees organized in vt.
little boy. Nor was his gaze al- Rev. Msgr. Theodore M. Ryan, A.
Tlous sections of the city to contogether indifferent, ac the young- E. Prickett, Dr. James Moriarity,
tact prospective students for the
ster was tugging at a paper sack Leo Sullivan, John Hay, George
quarter are being formed
that was completely covering hi? McAteer and Stephen A. Cain for winter
by the Rev. Howard Peronteau.
attempting
head. The mother was
the classes from 1901 to 1920.
S. J., who is leading a registrato restrain what she seemed to
Representatives appointed for tion campaign.
During the
highly
improper
gesconsider his
1936 Christmas vacation a concentrated
the
classes
from
1921
to
tures. Apparently she believed were Bernard Monohan, Leo Mc- drivp for increased enrollment
that children should neither be
Gee, Clarence Rock, Joseph Cain, will be carried on by him and
seen nor heard.
Charles Guiry, John Burns, Har- the enmmitteemen.
But youth won out in an act old Malone, John Hoban, James
Present plans provide that the
of flagrant filial defiance. Off Molthan, Allan Steele, and Robcommittees report daily to him or
neck,
sack,
revealing
came the
ert Smith.
the dean. Work will not be limchin, ears
group of class rep- ited merely to these students, but
large
"This
clamped
firmly
down
over
And
each one in the school is asked
the top of hie head was a kettle. resentatives has been appointed
that every alumnus of Seattle col- to try to bring in one new ttUlege will be personally contacted dent.
Our readers (that Is, everybody) during December and January to
will perhaps remember our specu- insure 100 per cent enrollment in
lations last time on all the cement the alumni association for Februblocks, bricks, iron bars, and ary Homecoming week," Presiwhat not, that have been dug up dent Klutz announced.
in the College front yard of late.
The Rev. Raymond Nichols, S.
Now the Ancient Alumnus InBoth Freddie Steele and Dr. (5.
J., alumni moderator, addressed
forms us that these are the buried the
H, Knowles are experts at putting
on "Catholic Universigroup
ruins of the famous handball alpeople to sleep. Dr. Knowles does
leys built by the College back in ties."
it by the painless application of
1900.
anesthetic rather than by the imGuild To Present pact of a boxinK Klove.
He will explain hiß practice in
And while we're dabbling in Skit At Meet Tomorrow
a talk "About Anesthetics," bemystery, there's a secret club
fore a meeting of the Mendel club,
sprouted out within our walls
that nuinkb itself cryptically
Two short one-act plays will b* open to the public, Thursday evepresented by members of the ning, December II), in the biology
the V C H
All we know about it is that Drama guild at its hi.weekly meet- room.
Dr. Knowles will be the first of
it's composed of twelve freshmen ing, Thursday evening, December
a group of specialists who will adwhose luminous ideal is to put 10, at Providence hospital.
through a special
the frosh class out front (we
"The Man on the Kerb," a skit dress the club
per.
arrangement
itself
a
with
the Xin -'
make
don't mean to
by Alfred Satro, will be interpreCounty
society.
Medical
maneiit lawn party).
ted by Joe Russell and Angela
Personally, we're a bit sus- Young. A famous farce, "If Men
picious of these secret organiza- Played Cards an Women Do," will
Schedule Of Next
tions, however noble their alleged
next be presented. Bob Richards,
Ideals especially at present, with Jim Hothstein, Herb Couyne and Provides
"Doblerltes" skulking in our fur- Bob Tobln will play the parts of
nace-room.
the four effeminate card players.
To provide adequate time for
Explain yourselves further, you Bill Thoreson, president of the
class
and activity meetings, next
H'S).
(V
C
mysterious "Itches"
Drama guild, will direct both quarter's schedule will provide a
skits.
free period of forty-five minutes,
<
Just by way of doing our 'hri-t
Headed by Phillip Hargreaves, from 12:15 to 1 p. m., two days
mas greeting early and avoiding a committee on "The History of a week. The Glee clubs will oc.
the rush: Merry Christmas, every- the Theatre," will offer several cupy this period the other three
body!
paper* on drama in the past ages. days of the week

—

—

precious cents

—

AlumniName Group
To Contact Grads
For Homecoming

-

—

—

Fr. Peronteau, S. J., Student Government
Rapped By Critics
Heads Drive
At Association Meet
For Enrollment

—

1

—

—

Mendelians To Hear
Dr. Knowles Dec.10

Drama

—

Happy
New Year!

—

Objections to the prusent method of making recommendations
followed out by the executive committee caused the tabling of almost all the business brought up
at the last A. S. S. C. meeting,
held Wednesday, December 2. in
the K. C. hall.
Immediately after the usual re.
port of the committee ni read
by Edwin McCullough, a discus
«ion followed Unit led to a man;
.sided argument on the best method of appointing students to dance
chiiirmanships and other positions. After an hour's debate on
the subject a motion was made
and cairied. postponing all business to a Future date,
In ilii' meantime some of the
classes are holding meet ings be
discuss the appointments, most of
which will he rexulimltted at an
oilier slndein association assembly scheduled for next week.
The rt-cotniiicnda t ions included,
for editor and business manager
respectively. i>r Hit' annual, Margaret Guest and Joseph Phillips:
i <>-<liairiiien of I
lie Winter Informal, Herb Conyna and Helen Me.
Donald; chairman of Homecoming, I'h i 1I i |i Hargreaves; yell
learn. Max I'ape. Hetty Williams.
anil .Veil Mrislawn.

Book Store Displays
Sample Belt Buckles

1-'1

Quarter

—

Activities' Period

■

A sample college belt bookie
has been obtained by the bookstore for inspection by those students Interested in buying them.
According to Claire A. Marshall
S. J., manager of the bookstore.
the price will be about % 1.10 each
if a considerable number of students order them; if only a few
orders are obtained, however, the
price will be correspondingly high,

14

'H^g^^l

College Night

Closes Quarter

Concert, Play
Tri-School Tourney
Featured For
To Bring Western
Debaters Here Friday Annual Affair
College Of Puget Sound,
Seattle Pacific Guests
Of Local Club
Ten students will represent the
school- In the three-way forensic
meet scheduled for Friday afternoon in the College building. Besides the College, Seattle Pacific
college and the College of Puget
Sound are sending speakers.
Debating for the college wilt
be affirmative teams, composed of
Jeanne Testu, John Peter, Helen
MacDonald and Robert O'Gorman,
and negative teams of Rosanne
Flynn, Frances Sullivan, Frank
Hayes, Angelo Magnano, Stephen
Liddane and Max Pape.
The regular debate question of

minimum wages and maximum
hours for those engaged In industry will be discussed.
According to the Rev. Clifford
Carroll, S. J., debate moderator,
the tournament will start at 3:40
p. m. and will be open to anyone
wishing to attend.

China Missioner
Tells Sodalists
Of Communism
"Communism in China has
gained a foothold largely through

the lack

College Night will be held on
the evening of December 18, Instead of December 22, as previously planned, according to
Vivian Crenna, chairman.
This
function will formally close the
fall quarter.
The first concert of the Glee
club will be given at the affair.
According to the Rev. Daniel
Reidy, S. J., the following numbers will be sung by a mixed
chorus of voices: "Domine Salvam
Pac," by Gounod; "Song of the
Vikings," by Tanning; "The Lost
Chord," by Sullivan, and "Silent
Night," by Gruber.
Community Songs
All those present will be asked
to join the Glee clubs In singing
"Come All Ye Faithful," by ReadIng. The final selection will be
"Jesu Bambino," sung by a female trio composed of Barbara
Forthoffer, Germaine Hoeschen,
and Mary Buchanan.
A one-act play, entitled "If
Men Played Cards As Women
Do," with Robert Tobln, Herbert
C on y n c, Robert Richards, and
James Rothstein, will be staged
under the auspices of the Drama
guild. William Thoreson will direct it.
Also included on the program
will be the reading of the honor
roll for the Fall quarter. A social
hour will follow.
Alumni Invltwl
students and their parResides
ents, alumni are also invited to
attend. Miss Crenna declares that
old grails will have a chance to
renew their acquaintance with
the College, while those not familiar with its studies and activities
will be enabled to learn about
them on this occasion.
Assisting Miss Crenna in making arrangements are Agnes Vallquette, Betty Tobin, Jeanne Testu, Angela Young, Bernadine Casey, Lucille V o 1 k ey, Charlotte
Vickstrom, Betty Descamp, Margaret Murray, Thomas Cunningham, Frank Carmody, Jack Arch,
ibald, William Thoreson, John
Tobin, Robert McClaire, Addisoi.
Smith, Harry Sloan, and Fred

of communication and
fncilities." stated
the Rev. Father Lynch, S. J., former instructor at Seattle Prep and
more recently a missionary in the
Far Bast, at the last Sodality meeting held November 30 in the
Providence auditorium.
Father Lynch explained that
the isolation of the small communities from each other has offered
fertile ground for the sovietiza.
tion of the villages which Inter
joined into Communistic states.
He punctuated his lecture with
diagrams to represent his ideas
more clearly. He also briefly
sketched the life of Sun Vat Sen
first president of the Republic of
China
The Rev. Francis Corkery, S. J.,
president of the College, addressed Conyne.
the group on tfce main objectives
of the Sodality: "Sanctification of
our soul and help la the sancti
fication of the souls of others."
The usual student debate on
Communism wus postponed until
the coming meeting, Monday, DeAfter three months of practice
14, in the Providence <.
cember
ii m./iiv itmitf "f diversified typi'H
auditorium. Bernard Pearce and
■■(: club will
The :
Angela Young will lead the diy,
open t\\y~" IWSB-7 ueason
lormaljjj
cunion.
r)Bi
.ift of the program (if ("V>llene nii?ip'» Fr'iluy. DeWhole
Talking
camber 18
Play Success
Father Reldy also announces a
schedule of pre.lenten concerts
The whole town's talking, and The clubs will
sing on January S
how they're talking! in nothing at the Immaculate Conception; on
but the warmest phrases of praise January ir>. at Si. George's; on
expressing enjoyment of the January 22,
at St. Joseph's, and
"Whole Town's Talking," the sea- on February
■">. at St. Ignatius.
son's first production of the
a
He
disclosed
of
Drama gVild, Itaged last Decem- Friday night ilia! schedule
concerts in neighber I and I.
From all viewpoints the play boring cities was contemplated
is considered a success. The esti- and he made the offer of a free
mated attendance for both eve. concert for any civic organization
or group that would pay the transBind exceeded expectations and portation costs of Glee club mema net financial balance of $26.50
remained after a $50.(10 copyright bers.
transportation

Glee Club To Fill
Weekly Schedule

Town's

About

—

payment and other incidental expenses, including settings anil di-

rector's fees.
Adolph Bischoff, S. J., moderator of dramatics, said, "I wish
to thank the ushers Frank Hayes,
Addition BmltV, Andrew I'roiitv
and Jerry Diemert for their management of the house.
Also all
those who sold tickets; the stage
crew; Charles West, John Tobin,
William Thoveaon and Joseph
KiiKitell who designed and built
er.
the stage set; Max Pape, publicRobert Smith, president of the ity manager: the cast, and everyA S. S. ('., urges the purchase of one else who contributed In any
way to the play'i success."
these buckles.

Clifford Carroll, S. J.
To Address Librarians
Clifford Carroll, S. J., librarian,
will address the annual meeting
of the Northwest Catholic Librarians, scheduled for December
29 at Holy Names academy. The
theme of his lecture will be "The
Librarian's Approach to Catholic
Periodicals."
At the same meeting Matuiiii
Schall, English student, will read
a paper on "Catholic Periodicals
for Popular Consumption."
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Constitutional— But

Confusion was the disorder of the day last
Wednesday when the student association met to
hear the Executive committees' appointments of
chairmen of some of the most important projects
of the year, the Homieconiing, the Winter Informal,
and the Annual.
Acting within its constitutional authority to appoint chairmen for all special activities, the Executive committee had met on the previous day, considered two or three names, had picked a slate to
fill the positions under consideration and planned

—

on student approval.
Strange an it seems, tin- immediate action of the
Executive < onmiitti ■"■ nan not unconstitutional. But
that is just what caused the explosion. If thirteen
students a.s v matter of fact removed from the
dii tation of their cliisse-., and dominated by a majority of upper classmen und vote-with-the-majority

—

—

freshmen representatives could constitutionally
run four hundred students, something had to be
done.

Change Evidently Needed

However, antagonism caused by the general belief that the committee had for two years nncon.
stitutionally dominated the business of the association in recommending courses of action with
no chance of alternative proposals being considered,
helped break the rank and file silence, throw the
meeting into turmoil, and stop the transaction of
all association business.
An aggressive campaign, the election of a vice
president, who Is chairman of the committee under
fire, pledged to reform, private suggestions from
several sources, all had failed to bring about the
desired change. Everyone was aware that* something was wrong, but no one dared bear the onus
of being an agitator and troublemaker. The situation finally broke spontaneously, seemingly in
the only manner that would provoke an effective

five hours attendance at the College constitute a
standing worthy of consideration for appointment

tive in form. Proper constitutional form places
essential parts of the organisation In the constitution, non-essential parts In the by-laws. The present document confuses such essentials as Becret
elections by ballot annually, with such non-essentials as minute details of election board practice,
essential officers with non-essential duties.

To Avoid More Confusion
by

amendment at
we need a oluinse—
But amendments under the present law
There
imii-i be appended to the whole document.
is no provision for striking out non-essential elements and recording them under by-laws. Oonse.
quently, a series of amendments, appended to t*e
present document would result In a confused mass
of legal tripe which would servo only to confuse
further those who are now already confused.
Evidently

least.

We Propose New Law
The Spectator, therefore, suggests a committee to amend and edit, in fact rewrite, the constitution, or even go so far as to introduce an entirely different system of student government to
give Seattle college the change it needs and wants.

BOOKS THAT TALK
By MATONA

In 1830 Louis Braille, a Frenchman blinded from

for''

to this time, the medium used was the embossed
Roman letter, numeral, and character. The Braille
system consists of a certain arrangement of just
dots. In all there are sixty-three arrangements of
these dots, in addition to various combinations ol
these arrangements
inscribing printed matter into Braille is an
sive process that is usually accomplished by
Despite the fact that the Red Cross and
rous church organizations are laboring to
provide Braille books and magazines, it is disheartening to realize that eighty percent of our blind
people cannot read Braille, because sixty-five per
cent of them are blinded too late in life to master
this system of reading.
Another Interesting invention in behalf of the
blind is the "talking book" developed by Mr. Irwin, of the American Foundation for the Blind.
A talking book is merely a thin, light record on
which parts of a book are recorded to be played
on a machine corresponding to a portable phonograph. The average book may be reproduced on
from twelve to fourteen such records.
The United 'States Congress has £aken an aptivq
interest in furthering these aids to the blind, and
last year It set aside $300,000 to provide for the
reproduction of books on records. These recorded
books and the machines necessary are distributed
through twenty-four designated public libraries
scattered throughout the country. Such work as
this, which is furthered by the various charitable
groups in the United States, is helping to lighten
the darkness of the blind.

«

BOOK REVIEWS

For Present Difficulties
It is evident at least that section 8 of article
IV of the constitution, which gives the Executive
committee power to appoint chairmen of all special activities, be amended. Then, too, It may be
well, since the body has never acted according to
the spirit of section 5 of the same article, that it be
amended to clarify the duties and obligations of the
committee to depend on class opinion, which it has
to some extent denied in practice and theor>.
Will these changes give us a student government
that the students want— a practical., definite, democratic form under which all the business of the
association may be conducted efficiently and authoritatively?
The answer is emphatically, "no"!
The present constlti'.'.ion is so Indefinite and ambiguous that Hi" conduct of business under it in
the face of Informed and aggressive minorities
would be impossible.

And Future Possibilities
The lack of v provision for a quorum necessary
to transact business Is an important deficiency.
Although the acts of officers and committees are
amendable, the association has no power to recall
any of Its officers. No official, no matter how
inefficient, can be removed from his position until
his term expires.
Even then the election of new officers by the
association Is not definitely assured, because if the
stipulated election day by Home unforeseen accident
falls on a holiday, there is no provision for sub.
stitute election)).
The association has no power to appoint any committee. The Executive committee alone has that
power. Even the traditionalpower of the president
to appoint necessary and desirablecommittees from
the chair is not provided for.

In Form As In Fact

run bo delayed for months by a deter,
mined lmr«- majority who can reject executive ap.
pointitientH, yet fail to muster the necessary twothird \oii- for an amendment to the. appointment
in question, for under present practice a recom-

BMbMM

mendation, unless either amended by a two-third
majority, or passed, must go buck to the Executive
for reconsideration.
Even membership Is not clearly defined. Doe*

oiiiinlile,.

By AGNES

VALIQUETTE

—

"The. Catholic Church In Action"

Ily

ARCHIE RICHARDSON

—

Alumni 'tops' In the day's news

"Big" Mik«

Gonzaga Bulldogs chewed-up
making it three seasons
Saturday,
Cougars
last
the
straight Bertrand Curran, former Palestra editor,
publicist extraordinary for the American Oil and
Coal interests with headquaters at Washington,

Pecarovltch. whose

—

D. C. "Fighting Irish" Michael Mona«le, Juneau's
candidate Xor Alaska's scrappiest attorney.
Leo Sullivan at the
Alumni along press row
Bill
at the Catholic
Times
O'Connell
Seattle
Art Shannon (Homer Brew
Northwest Progress
to you) at the Seattle Star.
Charles Bras directAlumni among producers
ed S. C.'s latest hit-success "The Whole Town's

—

—

—

—

—

Talking."

—

Robert FlaAlumni along and off Broadway
ArJole and John Hoban at the Rental Bureau
Bernle Monnold and Joe Manning, morticians
Bert Prlckett at
ohan with Olmstead Opticians
John Bradley at the House
the K. of C. Club
of Bradley.
Alumni elected Allan Steele secretary of the
3CAA, says the ancient alumnus, to prevent a
'steele' on the treasury.
Alumni attendance at the Communion-breakfast
was swelled with the presence of W. F. Jahn, Earl
W. Slfferman, J. F. Gels, and J. Arthur Olmer of
John Curran, Tom Duffy, Ed
the class of '36
Logan, Lawrence Garrisk, Hugh Moreland, Pat Carroll, James L. Carmody, and William Grilfin of
classes down the years
Herb Conyne, John Tobln, Ad Smith, Tom O'Connor, Jimmy Rothsteln,
Robert Richards, and Fred Conyne of classes still
struggling with the Muses.
Alumni classes from the year '01 to date received Holy Communion last Sunday at Seattle Prep
chapel
to view such a spectacle is to understand the true meaning of
The Seattle College

— —

—

—

—

BCHAL.I.

early childhood, invented the present world-wide
the blind. Previous
system of Braille printing

But what change must be undertaken?

GOOD FOR 'UM

ALUMNITEMS

to student projects?
Furthermore, the present constitution Is defec-

change.

.
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Michael Wil-

liuiiLs,

1035.
In this book an attempt is made to describe
briefly and accurately the main outlines of the organised system by means of which the Catholic
Church carries on its work In the world today. It
is a non-controversial account In the sense that its
authors make no effort to prove or defend the fundamental spiritual, moral, and Intellectual teachings of the Church,
Mr. Williams explains the necessity for the directors, rulers, committees, affiliated organizations,
and groups; why the Church must have its own
offices, its vehicles ot communications, and all
the means to gain, hold, and employ the practical
apparatus of its work. Particularly interesting
are the descriptions ot the grandeur found in the
ecclesiastical buildings, the ceremonies connected
with the election and Installation of a new Pontltf,
and the various ceremonies carried on In the
Vatican household by members of the Papal fam-

—

—

Spirit.

Editor The Spectator
Is the Executive committee of the ASSC as It
now functions, giving widely representative gov-

ernment?
Where but one person Is nominated for a position
or choice Is eliminated.
The Executive committee is a democratic form
of student government In that the various classes
elect representatives to sit upon it. But are the
few who compose it, carrying Instructions from
poorly attended class meetings, held irregularly at
inconvenient hours, nominating better men for the
positions than would the entire association membership from the floor in open meeting? Free (?)
expression of opinion at the recent meeting seemed to deny that the executive committee was considered to be the superior system or the method
desired by the majority.
Personally, Ithink that the executive committee,
as operating at present, cannot give a widely representative government; and for this reason: the
individual member of the committee must select
from those whom he knows possess the best qualifications for the position in question a limited
group in relation to the entire membership ot the
college. Thus the best interests of Seattle college
are endangered in as great a degree as is democracy wiped out.
As the College grows in numbers, still the same
small number of official positions will remain to
be filled. Consequently, in the interests ot the
widest representation (or all, the powers of officers In groups, as well as individually, must be limited.
The executive committee should either be abolished or, in the future, the constitution permitting,
place at least two candidates in nomination for each
position to be voted upon.
by the committee the element

—

—THOMAS SCANLON.

SCIENCE OF THE TIMES
The Blood
By JACK ARCHIBAXJ>

If we examine a little blood under a microscope,
we see that it consists of a colorless fluid, the serum, and a great number of very small, yellowishred discs.
These so-called corpuscles, because
of their immense number, give the blood its wellknown red color. Each cubic millimeter contains
about five million of these structures. They are
the tilings which in respiration pick up oxygen in
the lungs, and carry It to every part of the body
yjiich needs oxygen, and trade it for the carbon
prwdiiotnl thetre. Since they are present
numlber which goes far into the billions, they
present an exceedingly large surface for the exchange of these two gases In the narrow space of
the blood vessels. Someone has calculated that
their total surface in an adult is about 3500 square

" * *

Editor The Spectator:
The Executive committee in its preparation of
business for the student body meeting is fair and
considerate, and is working for the good of the
school. If class meetings are not held before Executive committee meetings, the Executive committee has the obligation of interpreting student
opinion. Ibelieve the students will back the Executive committee if this body will present the reasons why it makes its recommendations. The students have a right to know both sides of a question.
Under the present system, though the students may
rightfully feel that they are not receiving their
share in school government, their interests are
given first consideration,

— WILLIAM MILLER.

JJtiu.i

yards.

If the body does not contain enough oxygen,
then life ceases Immediately. Abnormal disturbances in the general health occur at once when a
person does not possess enough red corpuscles. Examples of this are the once common diseases of
ctilorosis and anemia. When they is a lack of red
corpuscles the correct amount ot oxygen cannot be
supplied to the body organs.
In the drop of blood which we are considering,
we find besides the numerous red, also white blood
corpuscles in somewhat lesser numbers. They are
spherical and possess the ability to change their
shape continually corresponding in this way to the
amoeba. Their formation takes place for the most
part in the lymph glands, for which reason the are
also designated as "lymph-corpuscles." The spleen
and the bone-marrow also appear to be involved
in their formation.
Outside of the body, the protein material which
is dissolved in the blood plasma coagulates directly In the form of matter fibers.
Th« injured
vessels are stopped up by this coagulated mass in
case of wounds, and thereby prevent hemorrhage.

BRAIN BUSTERS

* * *

Editor The Spectator:
Some people would uke us to believe different.
The question obviously arises how far the use
of the method "executive committee" should go in

a college.

Any system of government under which the executive and the majority of the legislature are,
at regular intervals, elected by the majority of the
students, or by the largest single group, and are
accountable to it, should keep this in mind.
A democratic student body cannot be a student
body of unequal individual power, divorced from
student responsibility.
—A. B. C.
♥

"

»

lam for the constitution as it now stands. We
should, however, have class meetings before each
student body meeting In order to advise our exec-

utive council representatives how to vote. This is
democratic, yet not as democratic as last week's
meeting. That was so democratic that we accomplished absolutely nothing.
If we have class
meetings at which we advise our executive council
representatives, our ASSC meetings will not only
be democratic but also worthwhile.

—

♥

ANGELO MAONANO.

"

»

Editor The Spectator:
Iemphatically brand the accusations of railroading as false and misleading. I also charge the
"Let's see," figured Mrs. Ross, "The bill Is $3.60. individuals who Instigated such criticisms as trouily.
Idon't thing I can make up the change. You'll ble makers.
From the perusal of this book we gain a deeper have to break this five dollar bill."
Either give the Executive committee full power
appreciation of the faith which makes possible the
The milkman looked doubtfully at the five spot. to recommend In a forward manner, because it
continuance of its divine mission. Students read- "Now," he said, "That's $1.40 change. Ican give represents completely the whole student body, or
Ing tliis book would become acquainted with the
you this two dollar bill, if you will give me sixty do away with it entirely. The first alternative gives
solution or explanations of the problems confrontthe student a fair chance to express his views
cents."
ing those not of the faith.
While the milkman held the two dollars, Mrs. through his representative who, by authority of
Each truth or custom' of the Catholic religion Is Ross looked for the sixty cents. Finding she did his office, holds the trust and confidence of his
classmates. The other alternative would lead to
appropriately handled and an experience of ac- not have it she gave him one sliver dollar.
complishment comes with the conclusion of the
"Wait a mluute," exclaimed the milkman, "We're eventual control of the student body by a small
book, like that felt after reading "Catholicism and off about forty cents. You give mie fifty cents minority representing no one except its own inthe Modern Mind," also by Mr. Williams.
terests.
and I'll give you a dime
."
JOE LEORAND.
"Well, it you give me fifty cents change from
*
that dollar, that would be the same." But the milks
s
man did not have fifty cents, so he gave her the
two-dollar bill he had in his hand, she gave him Editor The Spectator:
Ido not favor any radical changes In our con$1.60, leaving only the dime to square up. Mrs.
presents
Drama Guild
skits
December 10
Ross then handed him a quarter and he gave her stitution affecting either the fexecutlve Committee
Debate Teams In Tri-College Tourney
Dec. 11 15 cents change.
or the form of representation. Ibelieve the desired
Mendel Club hears Dr. Knowleg
December 11
harmony
and
of all Interests may be achieved by a claripicked
up
then
his
bottles
The milkman
Maroons vs. Vikings at Bellingham....December 11 walked off, forgetting to take the original five fication In that much maligned document of the
Maroons vs. Pacific Lutheran at Tacoma ...Dec. 12 dollars from Mrs. Ross. How much did he lose specific duties of the Executive committee and
either an explicit statement or a general underon the deal?
Quarter Exams
December 17 and 18
Answer to laat week's B. B.: North. One goes standing as to the duties ot the class representaCollege Night closes quarter
December 18 north to reach the North Pole, no matter where he tives.
Classes Resume for winter quarter....Jan. 4, 1937 U!
—PHIL HAROREAVEB.
By GLENN HAGEN

—
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Friday
Opens
Season
Here and There
with

IIIPortland U. Squad

Schweitzer
E.L. "Doc"
Sports Editor

All-American

Has Large Turnout
With 7 Veterans

To Jimmy Phelan

—

Mr. Jimmy Phelan, Football Coach,
University of Washington,

Seattle, Washington.
Dear Jimmy:
For five long years you took a verbal lashing from one of
our local sports editors.
This year, your seventh, was a different story. You had a
championship outfit. That was a little different. He went
from one extreme to the other, and after you clinched the
coast title, he went berserk and put every one of your men
on his all-coast team. Now, isn't that silly for a "big-time"
sports editor?
The same fellows riding with you and offering you cigars
and also a little nip, killed a man in 1929 who was their own
flesh and blood literally speaking. He won a conference
championship in 1925. Five years before he was coaching
a high school team. They called him the "miracle man," and
that's what he was with the squads they gave him. His
record over a nine year period was among the ten best in
the country at the time. His squads dwindled away. They
figured he would win without material. He did for a short
while, but they did not support him by obtaining fodder for
the cannon. Oh! Yes! Wasn't he the "miracle man"? They
ejected him. He was one of them and a former footballer
among them, having captained one of their teams in 1907.
His name, you know your predecessor, was Enoch Bagshaw.
He lived and breathed the gridiron sport. Shortly afterwards the papers carried stories of Enoch having died of
heart failure on the Capitol steps. It still rankles in the
chests of some. Iam one of them.
No, Jimmy, take all you can get. Ask for a raise of five
or ten thousand dollars, because next year they might heel
you out on the pavement. They're all the same.
Good luck !My best regards.

—

Very sincerely yours,
EDDIE SCHWEITZER.

Truth Well Spoken
A physical education professor at the University of Washington recently quizzed his lecture class in regard to the
beneficial effects of inter-school athletic competition. Most
of the men taking the course were physical education majors
and several were big "W" holders.
The professor called upon a major letter winner at the
University, and asked for an opinion. The reply given was
not astounding. He stated, "that football and baseball were
beneficial from a rational viewpoint but that crew and basketball as played at Washington was harmful." He also
went on to say that the rushing style of ball that the Husky
basketeers play isn't fair to the players, and that it wasn't
right for a coach to have to win games that way.Pop Dvorak,
Roosevelt coach, has always said that the Huskies play
"trolley car" basketball, that is, up one side of the floor and
down the other. Sure, Iknow what you'll say. It wins championships. But who wants championships when the players
are physical wrecks and just shells after they leave school.
Look at Coach Bill Murphy. He has improved with every
season. Not one man that Murphy played against while an
undergraduate is now his equal. Science that's it, and
less tearing down of heart tissue. I'll take the former, as
does Coach Keigrhan of Notre Dame, Nat Holman, one of
the greatest professionals of all time with the New York
Celtics, and now coaching College of the City of New York.
Long Island University, undefeated in 35 games last season,
uses a similar style, as does Oregon State, with slight variation.

—

Galer Has Plans

PORTLAND, Ore. Seven big
"P" monogram veterans were included in a squad roster of 25
hoopsters who reported to Ed
Fitzpatrick, University of Portland
basketball coach.
Only two players, Jim Lelneweber, forward and captain, and
Bill McChrystal, reserve forward,
were lost via the graduation
route, leaving Fitzpatrick with an
exceptional array of veteran material. The veterans returning
are Bill O'Donnell, Paul "Brick"
McOinnis, and Bill "Legs" Ledbury, forwards; Don Harmon, center, and Ray "Skipper" Vengelen,
Elwyn "Moose" Dunstan, and
"Chuck" Clayton, guards; Vengelen and Harmon are co-captains
this year.
High-Point Sophomore
O'Donnell waa one of the highest scorers in the Northweet last
year, whipping the ball through
the twine better than ten points
per game in 24 contests. This is
O'Donnell's sophomore year and
his sixth season under the varsity
mentor, having played for the
Pilot mentor when Fitzpatrick
was coach of the Columbia Preparatory school quintet.
Ledbury, Vengelen, and Clayton are also products of Columbia. McGinnis, who came up fast
last year to clinch a starting post
in mid-season, is from St. Stephen's high school. Dunstan is from
Oakland, Calif., and Harmon hails
from San Diego, Calif.
Whether Harmon will be able
to perform at the center slot depends upon a broken wrist, sustained late last summer, which
kept him from playing football.
Hhort In Stature
Although the club is strong on
veteran material, Fitzpatrick will
find himself hard pressed to present a quintet of any considerable
stature. Harmon, who stands 6
feet 1 inch, and Dunstan, 6. feet
2 inches, are the only skyscraper
court performers on the squad.
The rest of the team is well below
6 feet in average height.
Coach Fitzpatrick expects to
play a schedule of about 25
games, including 16 or 18 contests with schools of the Northwest
conference and is negotiating
with Ed Schweitzer, Seattle college basketball manager, for a
home and home series between
sched.the two institutions. The
ule will not be drawn until the
Northwest conference meets in the
fore part of December.

Kansas Court Team
To Play U. of Mexico
—

LAWRENCE, Kan. The University of Kansas will play a conference schedule of 18 basketball
games this year.
In addition to the conference
schedule, a contest with the University of Mexico has been ar-

Collegians Seek Revenge
For Last Four Defeats
Bill Murphy's varsity quintet
will meet Bellingham Normal
school at Bellingham, Friday, December 11. The game is scheduled
for 8 p. m., and will be the open-

Game in Tacoma
Saturday Night
Arrangements have been
made with the Cliff Olson, Pai-irii- Ijutheran college, Tacoma, for the Seattle college
squad to play in Tacoma at
Parkland, Saturday night, Dec.
12, at 8:OO p. m.
A large group Is expected to
travel to Tacoma for this game.
ing game of the season for the
Tulip Kins on their brand-new
$125,000 basketball court. A large
crowd is expected.
Weakened By Injury
Seattle college will probably
open up the game In a weakened
condition. Jack Ryan, forward, has
been out of scrimmage for ten
days with a weakened back and
is not expected to play. Anton

Brinks, center and forward, has
recovered from foot trouble,
but is expected to be in the starting lineup. Johnny Downes, 6
feet 3 inch center from Kirkland,
has been bothered with a bad
ankle incurred last year, and is
not expected to see full duty for
this contest.
However, notwithstanding the
injury jinx which has been hounding the College basketeers, Coach
Murphy, in a statement to the
press said. "We'll give a good
account of ourselves and Bellingham will know that they have met
a strong outfit. The Maroon students can rest assured on that
just

point."

—

ÜBC Game Not Settled
At a late hour no word had been
received from the University of
British Columbia relative to a
game with their team tentatively
scheduled for Saturday night,
December 12.
The Maroons, ten strong, with
manager, coach and sports representative, will entrain for the
northwestern invasion, at 2 p. m.
Courtesy Seattle Star Friday. A number of students
are expected to accompany this

Picked by the Spectator Sports Staff as an Ail-American
end, Gaynell Tinsley of Louisiana State university has twice
achieved this honored rating. A power at the wing spot,

he is 6 feet 2 inches tall and weighs in at 195 pounds. Flanked
by Larry Kelley of Yale at the other end position, the Spectator offers the best All-American end combination in years.

Spectator All-American Lineups

Position
End
Kansas played a game with a Tackle
Mexico quintet six years ago, but
this is the first time that the Uni- Guard
versity of Mexico has sent a team Center
to this region. The team is said Guard
to have defeated the Mexican
Olympic five in a contest last Tackle
winter.
End

ranged.

Maroon Hoop Squad
Invades North
To Meet Vikings

entourage.

Spectator Flashes
Preview Teasers
Of Sports Cast
The

—

—

greatest

sporting

extravaganza

By E. J. l»<niol4iMhouse lights dim footlights go on- the curtains part,
and here is a short preview of the

ever attempted in Seattle college's

FIRST TEAM

history.

—

The scene of this playlet is GarCollege
Age Ht. Wt.
Player
rigan gym the time about 4:30
Gaynell Tinsley -L. S. U
20 6:00 195 o'clock any afternoon. The main
Edwin Widseth.Minnesota .. 25 6:00 220 characters will be listed throughMax Starcevich ... Washington.. 24 5:10 200 out the "teaser." There are
Duquesne .... 24 6:02 214 eleven important players and a
MikeBasrak
supporting cast of five who are
Notre Dame.. 23 5:10 185 not too essential to the eh o w
John Lauter
Averell Daniell .-Pittsburg .... 22 6:03 200 which will have an extended run
21 6:01 185 for the current '36 and '37 basketLawrence Kelley. Yale
ball season.
>
.....Edward Goddard.Wash. State 24 5:10 180 Though shunted before to the
Minnesota .. 22 5:10 185 background of this casaba thriller,
Andy Uram
Parker
Duke
23 5:10 180 one important sophomore who an.
Ace
to the name of Robert Ma.
Francis
Nebraska
22 6:01 203 swers
Sam
senga Is forging his way into the

Fred Galer, Mt. Angel College athletic director, has plans
Q'Back
Women Skiers Study
for a gigantic Catholic College basketball tourney. Teams
H'Baok
Technique
H'Back
to be included in this extravaganza would be Portland uni- Outdoor
Today at 12:20 o'clock the F'Back
versity, Gonzaga, Seattle college, Mt. Angel and St. Martin's. The tournament, a two day affair, would be held in women members of the Ski club
spot light by some spectacular
will meet in the reading room to
Position
Third Team
Second
Team
playing. Maeenga, a typical Mureither Portland, Spokane, or Seattle.
gain information on skiing rudiphian shot, begins at the hips and
Patanelli,
Michigan
Wendt,
State
-End
Ohio
As far as Seattle college is concerned we would be will- ments and the purchase of equiplets
the ball fly in a high arch. I
Tackle Toll, Princeton
ing to contribute our share in such an undertaking. The ment. Blackboard lessons to form Franco, Fordham
say spectacular, because Bob li
Glassford, Pittsburg
Guard
the basis for outdoor instruction Bassi, Santa Clara
really hot.
Catholic colleges of the Northwest should form a regular as- later
on in the session will be a Herwi#, California
"Block, block, and block some
Wojciechowez, Fordham
Center
sociation through that type of contact. Less enmity and feature of the meeting.
more," barked Murphy from the
Reidd,
Northwestern
Guard
Strack,
Oregon
State
According t« Phil Hargreaves,
greater attraction for high school students would be two of
sidelines. And that is what the
Bjork, Oregon
Tackle
meetings are McGee, Santa Clara
club
president,
Ski
plans.
fiery coach received from his
strongest
factors
in
favor
of
tooth
of
the
above
the
being held on consecutive days in Daddio, Pittsburg
Finney, Santa Clara
End
charges in so many words. Much
you
sports
100%,
varsity
the
staff
are
with
squad
The
and
the week this quarter to allow Vanzo, Northwestern
polishing Is on the menu in this
Quarter Frank, Yale
Coach Galer.
members of both Olee clubs to atdepartment, but the team demon...Cain,
Washington
...Halfback
tend. At these gatherings valu- Riley, Alabama
strates clearly that they bad the
able data on skis, boots, poles, Baugh, Texas Christian ....Halfback....Falaschi,Santa Clara
gist of the idea.
and all accessory equipment have Karamatic, Gonzaga
Popovich, Montana
Fullback....
It is interesting to note that
Oregon State outgained Nebraska in total yardage from been given members by the offiyour scrivener and Doc Schweitzer
The Beavers made cers.
scrimmageand passes but lost 32 to 14
charted the team's action in scrimVULCANIZING
TIDCC
All are urged to see the Hannes
\ii;im.
PAT'S
I
IKES
last week for Director Murmage
BARBEQUE
«
ki-.iCornhuakers,
gained
aganst
for
the
and
a
15 first downs
7
Schneider sk 1 picture, "The BREAKFASTS
phy. "Tang" Taylor handled the
LUNCHES
"hoi
he
HUBUT
OP
Nebraska
yards
against
boys
total of 322
168 for
The
Chase," this afternoon at 4
DINNER
ball most on the first quintet in
Bradley Tiro Company
HEER and WINE
assists,
shots, and attempts, while
in on the "know" claim that the varsity hoopsters at Wash- o'clock, or this evening at 8
I". J. Bradley ft Sons
EAst aa«o
"Shocker" Souvain equalled
ington aren't passing to the new center, Jack Lowe, as they o'clock, sponsored by the Moun- IUB iath Avc.
8191
Pike,
EA.
1483 lath at K.
taineers. Tickets can be obtained
I>. J. GalUglter
"Tang" for the second stringers.
should
from Bill Miller.
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New FilipinoClub
Adopts Constitution,
Elects Mauro Obien
The Seattle College Filipino
club, recently organized, met
Monday afternoon. Dec. 7, for
the purpose of ratifying a constitution and electing officers.
Maura Obien was elected president and Aniceto Manzano, vice
president. The office of secretary
was filled by Pablo Lambinicio,
and the office of treasurer by
Isaias Torio. Dominador Lleva
was named publicity director, and
Marcelo Nillo elected sergeant-at.viarceio

*niuu

BeiBcnuu-tii-

eiccmu

arms.

"The object of the club," stated
Mauro Obien, president, "is to cultivate coilege spirit, promote closer contact among Filipino students in Seattle college, take part
in civic affairs whenever possible,
and form in themselves that Christian habit of mutual cooperation

Gavel Club Argues
Need Of Philosophy
Some points on the benefits of
philosophy as a study will be
given next Wednesday night at
the Gavel club meeting when four
members argue the question: "Resolved: Students of Seattle college should be required to take
twenty hours of philosophy before the end of th c sophomore
year."

William Marx and Frances Sullivan will uphold this proposal,
while William Weller and Robert
O'Gorman will support the negative.

Scientific Supplies Co.
LABORATORY SUPPLIES
123 Jackson St.

—

ELiot 1184

BUY A HOME NOW
Have the TitleInsuredby the

Washington Title
Insurance Co.
L. S. BOOTH

CORONA COFFEE
"Costs More

—

Worth More"

0 On Sale At AU_First
Class Grocers

President Decides For
Early Closing Of Quarter
To Allow Vacation Work
Christmas vacation will begin
Friday, December 18, two days
earlier than originally scheduled,
according to an announcement of
the Rev. Francis Corkery, S. J.,
president of the College, made at
the last Btudent body meeting
Wednesday, December 2.
When interviewed, Father Corkery stated that the decision was
made so that students who work
during the Christmas rush period
would not be required to miss
school and the important exam,
inations at the end of the quarter.
Students, he continued, should
be ready to resume regular classes on Monday, January 4.

Collegian's Problems
Discussed In Book
Recently Acquired

—

AMONG THE NEW BOOKS

"COLLEGE MEN THEIR MAK-

ING AND UNMAKING, by Dom
Proface, Kenedy and Co., 1936
A book written expressly for

college students, this interesting
work by an experienced student
adviser offers many instructive

solutions to the various problems
that face the average student.
By means of numerous examples drawn from his experience,
the writer presents many pertinent bits of advice. In the course
of this book he discusses euch
vitally important subjects as college finance, classroom honesty,
sports, studies, and various methods of entering into the social life
of college.
From occasional references one
may assume that Dom Proface is
not a Catholic, but this does not
alter the fact that most of the advice given in his book is characterized by rare commonsense. This
is a book that recommends itself
to the average college student;
written in a style that is direct,
interesting, and convincing, it is
a work deserving of the attention
of college students.
(This book may be obtained
from Kaufer's, but there is now
a copy available in the College library.)
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By Adolph Blschoff, 8. J.
works, we should keep in mind
To discuss the business
In view of contradictory tenets that books are to be judged ac- porarily tabled at the last A. S.
William Miller, treasurer of the
now in vogue among many of our cording to their living qualities. S. C. assembly, a sophomore class
critics, we have seen that modern A book is great or insignificant in- meeting was held at noon last Associated Students of Seattle
readers have gradually lost faith sofar as it succeeds or fails in Friday. The class was convened college, today presented this
in criticism. Critics have in gen- expressing the values fundamental for a full hour, because of lively quarterly statement:
Balance, June 12, 1936....$ 30.16
eral placed too much emphasis on to all life.
and protracted discussion.
Withdrawals
their own personal theories to
fundamental
Execuvote,
By
standing
There are four
the
29
Dance
Sept.
expenses..} 5.00
in
their
discusremain objective
notions according to which we tive committee's appoinments of
4.00
expenses..
sions of books. Of course, it is should judge what we read, Phillip Hargreaves as chairman Oct. 20 Rental
natural that criticism should be namely, the good, the true, the of Home-coming week, and of
$ 9.00
Total
largely subjective, but one can- beautiful, and the unified. These Herbert Conyne and Helen McDeposits
not ignore the fact that few crit- things truth, goodness, beauty, Donald as co-chairmen of the winguild
ics realize that the average read- unity— should be kept clearly in ter Informal, were approved. The Oct. 20 Drama
$ 30.00
payment
er is chiefly interested in an ob- mind when judging life, or when assembly's selection of James
jective criticism pointing out thp reading a book, or when viewing Heaison rather than Joseph Phil- Nov. 20 Fall Informal
63.70
profits
good or bad points of a book.
any work of art. For these no- lips, the appointee of the ExecuDec. I—O'Qea-Prep1 O'Qea-Prep ticket
The Function of Criticism
whethbusiness
maneverything,
tions underlie
tive committee as
sales
5.40
The essential function of criti- er a creation of God or a work ager of the annual, was largely
2.10
Dec. I—Sticker1 Sticker money
cism is, or should be, to point the of man.
owing to doubt as to the constiway to fine literature. But be(Editor's Note In the next is- tutionality of the former choice. Total deposits
$101.20
fore one can point the way to any. sue, Mr. Bischoff will conclude
The class further advocated the Balance, Dec. 1, 1936
$122.36
thing, one must first recognize
William
f
appointment
apfuture
o
with a discussion of four
would
dipath
along
which
he
manager,
the
and
Marx as graduate
proaches to reading.)
Today
rect others. And it is in this that
of Joseph Ditter as manager of
most critics fail, for they either
a new tennis team.
To Discuss
Oh
will not or cannot recognize what
Following this formal business,
by ASSC
it is that constitutes fine literaley- there was a lengthy and spirited
Badminton,
ture.
discussion, apropos of the present
Maybe Hoop Squad constitution, the question of what Freshman class members will
If the ordinary reader is to select his books intelligently and inpowers the Executive committee meet today (Wednesday) to dieAlthough little mention has
dependently, there must be a few
be granted in *he future, cuss important business matters
should
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